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through effect; and Aristotle maintains this in the book of the
Posteriores. Wherefore when a proof is given through cause by
means of mathematics, and a proof is given through effect by
means of nature, the mathematician is more efficient in learning the things of nature than the natural philosopher. And this
is particularly clear, that motion purely under strain, as the
motion of a heavy body upward, will generate heat, and far
more so than natural motion; because in a body moved under
strain there are two altogether opposite motive forces, both in
the whole body, and in opposite directions, as the natural force
of a heavy body tends downward, and the force of strain tends
altogether upward. Therefore there is a great difference in the
parts of a thing moved under strain, and a greater one than in
natural motion.

CHAPTER

XVI

Concerning the movement of the

SCf2le.

IN addition to what has been said already it is expedient to
disclose further the potency of geometry in motions; and I purpose to do this because of a general understanding of the science of weights; a noble one and too difficult for men not acquainted with the causes relating to the motions of heavy and
light bodies. Therefore Jordan says in his book on Weights
that if a balance is in a horizontal position with equal weights
in the scales, it will remain in this position; and if it is disturbed, it will return to the horizontal position. This we see
sensibly in both scales, the beam of which is equal in length on
both sides, and equal weights are in the pans, and the scale is
held horizontally by the support, so that the support is at right
angles above the beam of the balance at the center of revolution; for this point is called the center of revolution, from
which the support extends at right angles. It is called the center of revolution, because when by the force of a hand depressing one of the equal weights, or owing to the inequality of
the weights one of them is lowered, the other will be raised,
and this motion of descending and rising will describe a circle
of which that point from which the support extends is the center, and therefore it is called the center of revolution. To make
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this clearer, let us draw a figure. For let the rod or beam of the
balance be ab and let cd be the support, then the center of
revolution from which the support extends will bed, and on the
circumference of this circle the weights
()
will move, for the descending one will
describe the lower circle, and the rising
one the upper circle. These assumptions being made, the proof is as fol- al----l------Jb
lows. When one of the arms of the balance with equal weights is lowered by
the hand of one depressing it, it becomes
he a vier, according to Aristotle in the
FIG. 19.
fourth book of the Heavens and the
World, because the lower a body sinks,
the more weight it acquires, as he himself says. Therefore the
descending weight becomes he a vier, however little its descent
from the position of equality may be, and therefore the greater
its descent, the greater will be its weight. Therefore it will become unequal to the other weight and heavier than it. Therefore, although they were equal in the horizontal position, yet
when they lose this position they become unequal in weight;
wherefore the one which is depressed will always continue to
descend, and the other will always ascend, and therefore they
will never return to the horizontal position. Just so when two
unequal weights are placed on the arms, they immediately lose
the horizontal position, and will never return to the same position, but the heavier one always descends. ·So likewise in the
case under consideration, which is contrary to Jordan and to
our sense. Jordan likewise says 'that between any weights there
is assumed in the same way a proportion of velocity in descent
and of weight, but that the greater the descent of a weight,
the heavier it becomes. Therefore it descends with so much
greater velocity. Therefore it will never return naturally to
the horizontal position ..Jordan also says that one weight is less
heavy as regards position, because it follows the descent of the
other with an opposite motion, that is, because it ascends when
the other descends, and vice versa; wherefore they will never
come to rest in a position of equality. That, moreover, the
weight which is depressed is less heavy in respect to position,
is clear for this reason, because it takes a less direct descent on
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the diameter passing through the center of revolution toward
the center of the earth; wherefore, according to Jordan, it will
be less heavy according to position. This conclusion truth itself
requires, as explained by the figure. A drawing of this kind will
remove objections, nor can the intellect have assistance except
through the figure. Let then a circle
o
be described above the center of
revolution, which is o, on the circumference of which the weights revolve,
and let the horizontal diameter ab be
drawn, and let another diameter intersecting this one be drawn directed
toward the center of the earth, and
let it be de, and let equal arcs be
marked on both semicircles on both
sides of the horizontal diameter, and
FIG. :o!O.
from both of its extremities, and
from the ends of the arcs in both
semicircles let lines be drawn parallel to themselves and to
the horizontal diameter, namely fh, gp, tq, sr, all of which
cut the diameter falling to the center of the earth. Of necessity then, according to Jordan and his commentator, those
parallel lines will cut from the diameter directed toward the
center of the earth unequal parts, so that the parallel which
is nearest the horizontal diameter will cut a greater part
of the other diameter than will a more distant parallel ; as,
tq will separate a larger part of the diameter de than sr, so
that the part of the diameter de which is between ab and tq
is greater than the part of the same diameter, which is between tq and sr, and in the same way the part of the diameter
de, which is between ab and gp, will be greater than that which
is between gp and fh. Accordingly if a parallel is taken in the
one semicircle, and another parallel in the other semicircle,
which are equally distant from the diameter parallel to them,
they will of necessity cut equal parts from the diameter falling
to the center of the earth, as tq and gp will cut equal parts from
de, and likewise sr and fh, just as the twenty-sixth proposition
of Jordan on triangles states. If, therefore, the parts of the
diameter directed toward the center of the earth divided by
the parallels are unequal, so that those parts of the diameter .
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which are divided by the parallels nearer the horizontal diameter are greater; then first let us note that the beam of the balance lies on the horizontal diameter, and let the support be upright on the diameter falling through the center, so that the
balance and its arms are in a horizontal position; after that let
the balance be moved, and one part of the balance be raised to
the first parallel on the upper semicircle, the other part depressed to the end of the first parallel on the lower semicircle,
so that the beam is in the position of the line tp and part of the
balance is higher at t than the other part at p. If, therefore, p
should descend to the end of the other parallel h, it will cross on
the diameter drawn to the center the part which is between
the parallels gp and f h, w hi eh is less than that part of the diameter which is between tq and ab, as is clear from what has
been said. Therefore if t should descend to a, it would take a
more direct descent on the diameter drawn to the center of the
earth than p while it is descending to h; wherefore t is heavier
as regards position than p. And t again
descends toward the center of the earth.
But p on account of the bending of the
circle is curved back from the center,
and tends less toward the center, as is
clear to the sense. It remains, then, that
for this reason it will be less heavy.
Since this is the case, the first objection
is removed; for although the part of the
beam p descending is nearer the center
of the earth, as is clear if a straight line
be drawn from it to the center o, because
that line is shorter than the line which
is drawn from t, as is clear to the sense,
0
and thus is heavier in so far as it has a
FIG. 21.
lower position, nevertheless since p does
not move along that straight line po
toward the center, but along the circular course of the circumference of the circle, and that circular course causes it to take a
less direct course on the diameter drawn to the center than t
takes, and bends and curves p from the center, so that it does
not tend directly to the center like t, when it descends, of necessity t is heavier than p while they are in such a position. There-
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fore if they are left to themselves, t will descend, and p will follow its descent with an opposite motion, namely, an ascent to the
position of equality. Therefore p will not always descend, but
the two reasons for weight here given prevail over that of which
the objection has made mention. Again that weight has no
force, for it is slight and insensible, and therefore is not opera-,
tive here, just as if a feather should be added to one of the
equal weights, when they are in the horizontal position, it would
not cause the weight to descend, and yet as a fact that arm to
which the feather was added is the heavier, since the feather
has some weight. Therefore the case is similar here; for the
descending arm, when it is at its lowest point, is only a short
distance from the position of equality, therefore the additional
weight it acquires is only trifling and insensible, and therefore
the acquired weight is not to be considered.
The other fact is then explained, which Jordan draws as a
conclusion from the greater weight, that it will always descend
with greater velocity, so that it will never rise. For it is now
clear that this additional weight has no sensible effect, and the
two causes of weight touched on above are found in the higher
arm. When, however, he states in the third argument that it is
less heavy because it follows the descent of the other with an
opposite motion, namely, an ascent, I gladly grant it. For the
lower weight is in this condition because it is ascending when
the upper weight is descending, as is the case when they are left
to themselves and are equal, as has been set forth. But not on
this account does it ascend more and more, nor does the other
descend without limit, but they merely reach a position of
equality, and there they naturally come to rest, wherefore the
objection draws a wider conclusion than it should when it
wishes to conclude from this fact, because one ascends and the
other descends, that they pass the position of equality.
And if it be said that at this point there is an oscillating motion and therefore the upper arm descends beyond the position
of equality, and that the reason why it passes over a small distance and a large one is because this crossing over is of one nature, and similarly in regard to the other arm that it always
ascends after it passes the position of equality; we must reply
that this descent of the upper arm beyond the position of
equality is not due to the nature of the weight itself, but to the
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impacts of the particles of the air. For when the air is set in
motion, it retains the motion readily, and therefore for a long
time its particles vibrate hither and thither and do not permit
the weight to come to rest at once in the position of equality.
THE APPLICATION OF MATHEMATICS TO SACRED SUBJECTS.

After the necessity of mathematics has been proved in secular things, and in human sciences, the same can now be shown
in divine things. And we must give this the more consideration,
because human things have no value unless they be applied to
divine things. Since then it has been shown that philosophy
cannot be known unless mathematics be known, and since all
are aware that theology cannot be known unless philosophy be
known, the theologian must of necessity know mathematics.
But God has placed created things in his Scripture, who alone
knows the power of the creatures which he has made, nor
can he have false perception, nor does it befit his own truth.
Therefore since all things from the highest heavens even to
the ends thereof are placed in Scripture by God and the angels,
either in themselves or in their similitudes or in their opposites,
and since the same knowledge applies to opposites, as Aristotle says, and truth is either in the universal or in the particular, the theologian of necessity must know the things of this
world if he ought to know the sacred text.
Moreover, we see that the literal sense is based on a knowledge of the natures and properties of creatures, so that through
suitable adaptations and similitudes the spiritual meanings may
be elicited. For thus the sacred writers and all the sages of old
expound, and this is the true and real exposition which the
Holy Spirit has taught. Therefore it behooves the theologian
to have an excellent knowledge of the creatures. But it has been
shown that without mathematics they cannot be known. Therefore mathematics is absolutely necessary to sacred science.
This, in the third place, can be shown by its properties. Although what I maintain will be proved in many ways, yet I
shall attempt to convince by means of the activities of the sacred
writers together with a removal of the bad repute of mathematics which many ignorantly allege because they do not understand the testimony of the sacred writers. For the Patriarchs
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